A generalization of Jaeger's model for the HOMFLY polynomial of classical knots to flat virtual knots is given.
Introduction
Virtual knots were first introduced by Kauffman in 1999 [4] and since then the theory has branched off into numerous directions and provided a quantity of interesting open questions [1] . One such area deals with flat virtual knots and their invariants. In particular, they have very few known invariants and none detecting the flat virtual knot pictured in Fig. 3 [2] . Moreover, there are only a handful of virtual knot invariants that detect the Kishino knot [5] of Fig. 1 [1] and even fewer that detect the nontriviality of its corresponding flat diagram. We begin by defining flat virtual knots and their equivalence. In Section 3 we generalize François Jaeger's combinatorial state model for the HOMFLY polynomial of classical knots [3] to a state model for flat virtual knots. We use this generalization in Section 4 to show the nontriviality of the previously mentioned flat virtual knots. We conclude with a few questions for future research in Section 5.
Preliminaries
A virtual knot diagram differs from a classical knot diagram only by virtual crossings. The standard picture for a virtual crossing is a 4-valent vertex enclosed in a small circle, as pictured in Fig. 2 . We think of these crossings as not being crossings and therefore not existing in the real sense (hence the term "virtual"). A virtual knot is an equivalence class of diagrams where equivalence is determined by the usual Reidemeister moves and the four generalized Reidemeister moves involving virtual crossings. See Fig. 2 . Let D be a flat virtual knot diagram. We consider D to be a 4-valent graph with virtual crossings, where vertices correspond to classical vertices of D and edges connect two classical crossings. Note that an edge may pass through virtual crossings.
Very few invariants detect nontrivial flat virtual knots. There is no proof that the diagram pictured in Fig. 3 is inequivalent to a circle [2] . Our generalization of Jaeger's model for the HOMFLY polynomial [3] , P K (a, z), detects the nontriviality of this diagram.
We begin by assigning a weight to each classical crossing in an oriented flat virtual knot diagram D. To do so, choose a starting point on D. Beginning at this point, number the edges of D from 1 to n, where n is the number of edges of D, in increasing order as we traverse D according to its orientation. Such a labelling is called a template for D. While the choice of a template is not unique, each vertex of D can be assigned a weight that is unique, regardless of the template that was chosen.
Weights take a value of ±1 and are computed for a vertex c as follows. Choose the smallest labelled edge e at c. Of the two edges at c that are adjacent to e, A state S for an oriented flat virtual diagram D is a choice of replacement of every vertex of D by either a classical crossing or by a smoothing and replacement of the vertex by two 2-valent vertices, just as in Jaeger's model for the HOMFLY polynomial, so that orientation is preserved across the smoothing. Note that the original template is inherited by each state S.
Thus far our diagram D has been assigned a state S and a template with an initial starting point. From this point, traverse the closed circuits of S, following the orientation. Upon first pass through a vertex c, if in S c has been assigned to be a crossing, make the crossing an overcrossing, so that we pass over c. If c has been smoothed, place a dot on the 2-valent vertex through which we initially pass. A second encounter with c as we traverse D does not change these initial assignments. Once a circuit has been fully traversed, proceed to the lowest unused labelled edge of D, according to our initial template, and repeat the above process. Upon traversing every circuit in S, we have changed every vertex of D into a classical crossing or a pair of 2-valent vertices, one of which is decorated with a dot.
For a given state S for D, define 
where ||S|| equals the number of closed circuits in a state S and
The generalization of Jaeger's model is
Theorem 3.1 P K (a, z) is an invariant of flat virtual knots..
Proof.
A template for D is not altered over the four flat virtual Reidemeister moves, proving P K is invariant over these moves. To prove invariance under the first classical Reidemeister move, let K ′ and K be the diagrams differing only as in Fig. 6 . Notice that w(K ′ ) = w(K) + 1. To calculate H K ′ , we must first place a template on K ′ . It is necessary to consider whether the initial point of the template is placed on the kink of K ′ . Suppose that the initial point is not on the kink of K ′ . The extra crossing contributes two factors to H K ′ , as in Fig. 7 . If the initial point of the template is placed on the kink of K ′ , the factors contributed to H K ′ are a and 0. In either case, we have
Writhe, w(K), is invariant under Reidemeister II moves. Thus, we need only show the invariance of H K under such moves to prove P K is also unchanged by flat Reidemeister II moves. The invariance of a specific case is shown in Fig.  8 
Specific diagrams
Let K be the flat knot pictured in Fig. 3 . Then,
proving that the diagram is indeed nontrivial and inequivalent to a circle. Moreover, if K is the flat Kishino knot in Fig. 9 , then
Hence, P K recognizes the flat Kishino knot. Interestingly, the HOMFLY polynomial of the classical trefoil knot takes the same value as P K for the flat Kishino knot K. Upon resolving the flat classical crossings K to the usual classical crossings, however, the resulting knot is not equivalent to the trefoil knot. 
Future Questions
There are numerous natural question that arise from this generalization of Jaeger's model. In particular, are there deeper relationships to the classical model? If so, do they provide further connections between specific pairs of virtual and classical knot diagrams? Is there a related state model for virtual knots? One would assume so, having leapt from classical knots to flat virtual knots. Moreover, can anything be said about two diagrams obtaining the same value of P K ? Would such a relationship have bearing on other invariants? With the area of flat virtual knots being relatively unexplored, these are just a few of the questions that may help learn more about this field.
